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Digital transformation with the adoption of cloud technologies, outsourcing, and working-from-home possibilities permits
fexibility for organizations and persons. At the same time, it makes it more difcult to secure the IT infrastructure as the IT team
needs to keep track of who is accessing what data from where and when on which device. With these changes, identity
management as a key element of security becomes more important. Identity management relates to the technologies and policies
for the identifcation, authentication, and authorization of users (humans and devices) in computer networks. Due to the diversity
of identity management (i.e., models, protocols, and implementations), diferent requirements, problems, and attack vectors need
to be taken into account. In order to secure identity management systems with their identities, a systematic approach is required.
In this article, we propose the improved framework Taxonomy for Identity Management related to Attacks (TaxIdMA). Te
purpose of TaxIdMA is to classify existing attacks, attack vectors, and vulnerabilities associated with system identities, identity
management systems, and end-user identities. In addition, the background of these attacks can be described in a structured and
systematic way. Te taxonomy is applied to the Internet of Tings and self-sovereign identities. It is enhanced by a description
language for threat intelligence sharing. Last but not least, TaxIdMA is evaluated and improved based on expert interviews,
statistics, and discussions. Tis step enables broader applicability and level of detail at the same time. Te combination of
TaxIdMA, which allows a structured way to outline attacks and is applicable to diferent scenarios, and a description language for
threat intelligence helps to improve the security identity management systems and processes.

1. Introduction

Credential theft and social engineering are the most frequent
attacks that organizations are facing [1]. With valid cre-
dentials, miscreants can start their attacks on organizations
or sell them for fnancial purposes. Te difculties often
begin with password management: many accounts require
secure passwords. While a password manager helps to
generate and remember passwords, not all persons use them
efectively or at all [2–4]. Terefore, weak passwords such as
123456, qwertz, and password are common. Tese are in-
cluded in wordlists with rockyou.txt [5] (14,341,564 unique
passwords used in 32,603,388 accounts) being the best
known. Te password list of John [6] is typically applied
during cracking, while brutespray [7] with its wordlist

automates brute-forcing based on the Network Mapper
(nmap) output. In consequence, attackers can easily break
them. Even if the users apply passwords with high entropy,
they might be reused for several platforms [8], enabling
credential stufng attacks if one such system is compromised
or the password is stolen otherwise [9]. In addition, social
engineering does not target the storage or complexity of
passwords but the human element. Tis shows that cre-
dentials and, thereby, identity management (IdM) are core
elements for security in a network.

While these user identities seem to be an easy target,
identity management systems (IdMS), which store and
manage the identities of an organization, can be targeted in
more serious attacks as shown by the SolarWinds incident
[10–12]. With access to an identity management system,
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which serves as a central identity repository, attackers also
have access to any resource (service, computer, printer, etc.)
[13]. Te consequences are complex, ranging from lost data
and compromised accounts to fnancial loss. As a result,
identity management systems need to be secured and well-
protected. Typical defense mechanisms are strong password
policies, usage of password managers, enforcement of multi-
factor authentication, privileged access management, and
training. Depending on the implemented identity man-
agement system, specifc defense mechanisms and confg-
urations may be applied. According to the Purple Knight
Report 2022 [14], organizations have problems correctly
securingMicrosoft Active Directory (AD) as one of the most
prominent identity management systems.

In order to systematically analyze and evaluate attacks,
attack vectors, and vulnerabilities, a structured approach is
required. In this context, taxonomies provide an overview of
these complex systems and, thereby, possible attacks. Such
a systematic approach helps to enhance the current situation
by identifying gaps and providing guidelines for new se-
curity mechanisms. To the best of our knowledge, although
several taxonomies and categorizations have been proposed
and some case studies on specifc attacks have been pub-
lished, only our previous work [15] is a taxonomy on attacks
targeting identity management. In consequence, we propose
an improved taxonomy framework for attacks related to
identities and identity management systems, TaxIdMA.Tis
framework consists of (1) a background description, (2)
taxonomies for attacks on end-user identities, system
identities, and identity management systems, and (3) ap-
plication on Internet of Tings (IoT) identities and self-
sovereign identities (SSI). In order to exchange information
about these attacks, an extension to the description language
Structured Treat Information Expression (STIX) [16] is
proposed.

Tis article extends [15] by a background description,
improved TaxIdMA taxonomies, the addition of IoTand SSI,
and an enhanced evaluation of the related work and TaxI-
dMA. Last but not least, an extension of the description
language STIX for exchanging attack information related to
identity management is proposed. As a result, the contri-
bution of the article is multi-fold: (1) an improved taxonomy
framework for attacks on identities and identity manage-
ment systems; (2) an extended evaluation of related work; (3)
an extended evaluation of TaxIdMA; and (4) an extension of
the description language STIX based on TaxIdMA.

Te remainder of this article is as follows. First, the
background of identity management is summarized, fol-
lowed by a broad discussion of various aspects of related
work. Ten, the methodology to establish and verify the
taxonomy framework is outlined.Temethodology includes
information about the changes from the previous to the
current version of TaxIdMA. Tis is followed by TaxIdMA,
the taxonomy framework for attacks with background, at-
tacks on end-user, system identities, and identity manage-
ment systems. TaxIdMA is then applied to the areas of IoT
and SSI. Tis enhanced version of TaxIdMA is evaluated by
expert interviews and statistical information. Based on
TaxIdMA, an extension of the description language STIX to

exchange information related to identity management is
proposed. Both aspects, TaxIdMA and description language,
are discussed in the following section. Last but not least,
a summary and an outlook on future work are given.

2. Background

Identity management is the organizational and technical
process for registering and authorizing access rights during
enrollment and authentication as well as controlling iden-
tities based on previously authorized access rights. Identity
management is described by accessing a service from the
user’s perspective, followed by centralized, federated, and
user-centric identity management, and concluded with is-
sues related to identity management.

2.1. End-Users. In order to access diferent services, users
frst need to register. Users typically add personal in-
formation, the so-called attributes. Ten, users can au-
thenticate and get authorized to access the requested
services. Authentication is often password-based, though
other authentication methods from the categories of
knowledge, possession, and biometrics can be applied as
well. With an increasing number of services, users tend to
forget their credentials.Tis frequently results in the reuse of
passwords across several accounts, which reduces security.
In contrast, users could use password managers to store and
generate passwords for multiple accounts. To improve se-
curity, multi-factor authentication (MFA) [17] might be
implemented. Tis means that at least two diferent and
independent methods are required. A more usable version is
risk-based authentication (RBA) [18], where additional
factors are requested depending on risk and the user’s sit-
uation. If one authentication method is (temporarily) un-
available, predefned fallback mechanisms, such as security
questions and e-mail links, come into play [19].

2.2. Local Identity Management. Windows accounts can be
categorized as the user, administrator, and system. Ad-
ministrator accounts generally have higher permissions than
user accounts. Tey have full control of the fles, directories,
services, and other resources on the local computer. At the
same time, they are able to manage accounts, rights, and
permissions. On the other hand, users are more restricted in
their rights. Depending on roles among other things, their
permissions vary. In an illicitly confgured network, a user
could theoretically havemore or less the same permissions as
an administrator [20]. A similar system exists for Linux,
where the highest privileges come with the user type root.
When installing services on Linux, they typically come with
a corresponding user. For example, web services and PHP
often use www-data in the group www-data. Tose service
users have limited permissions due to security reasons.

A pluggable authentication module (PAM) [21] is
a mechanism to integrate multiple authentication possibil-
ities. Tereby, PAM allows programs to reuse these schemes
instead of requiring each developer to write their own
method. For example, Linux PAM is a suite of libraries that
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allow system administrators to confgure authentication
methods, such as local passwords and lightweight directory
access protocol (LDAP), for their users. PAM can be used to
streamline local identity management.

2.3.Centralized IdentityManagement. Identity management
allows users to access diferent services.Tereby, the security
of the services is tightly tied to it. In organizations, typically
an identity management system is operated. Te in-
troduction of LDAP [22] started the frst evolution of
identity management towards a central system. LDAP
maintains and shares directory information services, such as
users, networks, services, and applications. Popular imple-
mentations include OpenLDAP and Microsoft AD, which
combine LDAP with the Kerberos protocol. Typical issues
with AD [23] can be boiled down to privileged account
activity, login failures, and remote logins. As shown in the
introduction, properly securing AD is not an easy task. With
single sign-on (SSO) running, the user has to log in only
once to access several services. Identity management can also
be operated on cloud services [24].

2.4. Federated Identity Management. As organizations tend
to cooperate, there are two main possibilities related to
identity management: (1) duplicate the accounts and (2)
implement federated identity management (FIM). FIM [25]
allows users to utilize their home organizations’ credentials
to sign in to other services within the trust boundaries of the
federation. It thereby uses centralized identity management
as the main source. In consequence, users only have to
remember the credentials for their accounts at their home
organizations. At the same time, security incidents may have
a bigger impact. Two main FIM directions are used in
practice: (1) Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML)
[26] and (2) Open Authorization (OAuth) 2.0 [27] for
authorization with OpenID Connect (OIDC) [28] for au-
thentication. OAuth and OIDC can be combined but may
run on their own. Typical use cases include research and
education and eID federations [29] (SAML) resp. com-
mercial web services (OAuth and OIDC). Both directions
with the protocols, implementations, and confgurations
have diferent security issues though [30–35].

2.5. User-Centric Identity Management. In parallel, several
user-centric identity management approaches were pro-
posed and introduced, in order to give users more control
over their data. One protocol is User Managed Access
(UMA) [36–38], which is built upon OAuth. With SSI
[39, 40], the research direction gained momentum. In
contrast to traditional identity management, the user has full
control over their data, which is issued by issuers, formerly
home organizations, in form of verifable credentials. Tese
are stored in the user’s wallet and can be rearranged as
verifable presentations to holders, which ofer services.
Further information is stored decentralized, for example, by
the use of blockchain. So far, Naik et al. [41] published the
only approach to systematically evaluate the security of SSI.

Although this is a systematic approach, further attack
vectors are possible, such as obtaining administrator cre-
dentials by leaks and confguration issues.

2.6. Issues with Identity Management. As shown by the user
side, not only do organizations operate identity management
for their employees and cooperation, but also for diferent
purposes, such as customer identity management. For web
services, the identity data are often stored in databases, but
also other forms of management are possible. Identity
management for IoT devices might be used in parallel,
leading to a multitude of identity management systems
within the identity models [42]. Tis makes it harder to
confgure and secure the systems correctly.

2.7. Summary. When we look at the aforementioned areas of
identity management, it becomes clear that involved entities,
protocols with their implementations, technical re-
quirements, and managed identities are diferent. For this
reason, the improved taxonomy must allow the inclusion of
all the heterogeneous aspects to categorize attacks system-
atically without excluding relevant information.

3. Related Work

In this section, related work towards attack categories and
generic as well as specifc attack taxonomies is discussed. To
fnd the generic approaches, we used the search terms
“(taxonomy OR categorization OR classifcation) AND
(attack OR threat OR security)”. For the specifc attack
taxonomies, we added AND identity. We applied these
search terms at ACM, IEEE, Springer Link, USENIX, and
MDPI. We excluded posters and short papers as well as
publications, which apply taxonomies. Tis is enhanced by
a description of related work on attacks on identity man-
agement and specifc application. Here, we used the search
terms “(threat OR attack) AND (identity OR “Internet of
things” OR “self-sovereign identity”)”. In addition, threat
information-sharing approaches for both, languages and
platforms, are evaluated. Te corresponding search term is
““threat information” AND sharing”. Last but not least, the
limitations of related work are described.

3.1. Attack Categories. Several community-driven and
commercial approaches categorize and list attacks [43]. For
example, the Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) by
MITRE [44] is a community-driven list of software and
hardware weaknesses, which is applied as a common lan-
guage for weakness identifcation, mitigation, and pre-
vention. Tis includes weaknesses in identity management,
such as diferent types of improper access controls ranging
from Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) cookies to on-
chip hardware issues. MITRE ATT&CK [45] details nu-
merous attack methods during the cyber kill chain, also
called the attack lifecycle [46]. For example, during re-
connaissance, information is gathered through phishing and
searches. Te initial access includes phishing and the usage
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of valid accounts. Tereby, several identity-related methods
are matched to the lifecycle. Te Common Attack Pattern
Enumeration and Classifcation (CAPEC) [47] describes
attack patterns based on software design patterns. In the area
of identity management, the subvert of access control
comprises, for example, authentication abuse and bypass as
well as physical theft. Even though these design patterns are
important, not all attacks are based on them.Te OpenWeb
Application Security Project (OWASP) [48] publishes sev-
eral top 10 lists and cheat sheets for typical problems, in-
cluding error messages during login among others.
Although these guidelines are relevant during confguration
and improvements, they do not comprise all areas of identity
management. Nonetheless, several aspects of these attack
categories are taken into consideration while designing
TaxIdMA.

3.2. Attack Taxonomies. Taxonomies are categorizations or
classifcations in mostly hierarchical order. Items are thereby
arranged in groups or types.Tis can be used to organize and
index knowledge. Originally from biology, the categoriza-
tion is applied in diferent felds, including computer
science.

3.2.1. Generic Attack Taxonomies. Diferent taxonomies
related to attacks were proposed so far. Igure and Williams
[49] analyzed a multitude of taxonomies published from
1974 until 2006. Based on their fndings, the authors pro-
posed a taxonomy of attacks and vulnerabilities in computer
systems. Although the authors included numerous ap-
proaches, the resulting taxonomy is a generic attack tax-
onomy. As a consequence, it is not focused on a specifc area.
Chapman et al. [50] proposed a 3-tier taxonomy, which
describes the efects of cyberattacks. Te authors thereby
reported stages ranging from no access over user access to
root access. In consequence, they specifed diferent levels of
permissions an attacker can gain. Tese levels may depend
on the operating system (OS). In addition, the approach is
unclear in some cases, such as service users like www-data.
Derbyshire et al. [51] evaluated diferent well-known tax-
onomies based on predefned criteria and selected real-world
attacks. Te authors concluded that CAPEC outperforms
other taxonomies, although several taxonomies do not in-
clude humans. As a result, TaxIdMA needs to include human
elements. Cho et al. [46] explored diferent cyber kill chain
models. Based on their evaluation, the authors proposed
a new model. Haber and Rolls summarized typical identity
attack vectors in practice [52]. Te cyber kill chain is
a structured way to explain the stage of an attack and,
therefore, should be included in the TaxIdMA.

3.2.2. Specifc Attack Taxonomies. Other authors focused
their taxonomies on a specifc aspect. Habiba et al. [53]
proposed a taxonomy related to cloud IdMS security issues.
Te authors frst outlined the diferent identity management
systems, before describing related security challenges and
known attacks. Tese include brute-force attacks, cookie-

replay attacks, data tampering attacks, eavesdropping, the
elevation of privilege, identity theft, and phishing attacks.
Although these attacks are relevant for identity management
(identity management systems and end-users), they are
limited to attacks targeting cloud IdMS, which were known
at the time the approach was published. Klaper and Hovy
[54] established a taxonomy with cybersecurity topics. Tese
basic topics were then linked to relevant educational or
research material. Tereby, the authors noticed gaps in the
study curriculum. Diferent description languages are used
to categorize and exchange threat information. Based on
a literature review, Burger et al. [55] proposed a taxonomy
related to the exchange of cyber threat intelligence in-
formation. Te authors used a layered model with the 5W’s,
intelligence, indicators, session, and transport. Within the
category of the session, the authors diferentiated authen-
tication, authorization, and permissions. Although many
aspects are relevant for attacks on identity management, the
proposed taxonomy is rather generic. Husseis et al. [56]
regarded potential threats afecting biometric systems, while
Mamchenko and Sabanov [57] explored USB-based attacks.
Hollick et al. [58] described a taxonomy and attacker model
for secure routing protocols. Chaipa et al. [59] proposed
a taxonomy of insider threats. Tese taxonomies are focused
on a specifc aspect and, therefore, are not suitable for
identity management. Nonetheless, useful aspects, such as
attack types, are repurposed for our taxonomy framework.

3.2.3. IoT Attack Taxonomies. Several IoTattack taxonomies
are published. Alsamani and Lahza [60] proposed an IoT
taxonomy concerning security and privacy threats. Te
taxonomy consists of three dimensions, not covering the
whole aspect. Nawir et al. [61] also presented a security
taxonomy, which includes some categories, but is already
outdated. Khanam et al. [62] outlined several security
challenges. Based on the review, the authors designed an
attack taxonomy and corresponding countermeasures. Te
authors thereby used the layers application, network,
physical, and multi. Although several attacks are outlined,
the taxonomy is rather simple. Neshenko et al. [63] de-
scribed an extensive survey on IoT vulnerabilities. Te au-
thors diferentiated the layers of devices, software, and
network. Similarly, Wüstrich et al. [64] proposed a simple
naming scheme for IoTthreat, which was used for a work-in-
progress taxonomy. Rizvi et al. [65] diferentiated archi-
tecture, threat vector, trust, and compliance in their tax-
onomy. Te terminology is not aligned with the one in the
feld. Trust is according to the authors related to privacy,
availability, and reliability, which might be the case for end-
users, but not (only) for other entities. Shasha et al. [66] used
simple diferentiations in their taxonomy, such as physical,
nearby, and remote, not taking all aspects into account.

Other authors established a taxonomy based on their
survey results. Williams et al. [67] conducted a survey to
classify security features and threats in IoT devices. Te
authors used a simple list of seven items, which they call
taxonomy. In consequence, they do not include all issues.
Similarly, Squillace and Bantan [68] conducted a study with
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limited results. Xenofontos et al. [69] proposed an attack
taxonomy for IoT and studied diferent cases of IoT in-
security. Although the case study is extensive, the taxonomy
is comparably simple. In consequence, several aspects can be
adapted, though none of these IoT attack taxonomies are
sufcient to describe attacks on identities related to IoT.
Nonetheless, they did not propose a taxonomy.

Several approaches focus on specifc aspects. Taivalsaari
and Mikkonen [70] proposed a taxonomy related to IoT
client security, which is one aspect of IoTsecurity. Auliar and
Bekaroo [71] focused on IoT security taxonomy related to
the Mirai botnet, whereas El-hajj et al. [72] analyzed the
security of IoTauthentication in form of a taxonomy. Lounis
and Zulkernine [73] proposed a taxonomy related to the
security of short-range wireless technology for IoT devices.
Boujezza et al. [74] established a taxonomy related to
identity management for the IoT environment, which is
already outdated. Although Bikos and Kumar [75] used well-
defned layers of application, middleware, access gateway,
and edge technology, they mainly focused on the usage of
blockchain for IoT. Berger et al. [76] focused on resilience
for IoT devices. Alsubaei et al. [77] proposed a taxonomy
related to the security of medical IoT devices. Teir difer-
entiation is mainly on availability, integrity, and confden-
tiality as well as a few layers.

3.3. Attacks on Identity Management. As shown, diferent
attacks on identity management are possible. Fritsch [13]
identifed identity management as a target in cyberwar. Our
previous work [15] proposes a frst taxonomy on attacks.
First, we study generic cases and then detail specifc areas of
identity management.

3.3.1. Case Study of Attacks. Several authors focused on
attacks related to digital identities. Redding et al. [78] an-
alyzed the Parler data breach, which used massive appli-
cation programming interface (API) scraping of Parler’s
servers. Tis was possible as Parler failed to implement
authentication on calls made to the platform’s API correctly.
In a further step, the attackers uncovered credentials due to
insufcient security measures. Similarly, Gibson et al. [79]
described the LinkedIn data breach by massive API scraping
in 2021. Also here, failed implementation of authentication
and authorization for API calls was one of the reasons. Qian
et al. [80] analyzed the SocialArks data breach resulting from
a brute-force web login attack. Elasticsearch does not have
enabled authentication by default, which was one of the
problems in this incident. In the next step, the attackers got
superuser permissions. Nguyen BaMinh et al. [81] described
the case of the Canva data breach, where the attacker
GnosticPlayers was able to obtain data from 139 million
users by credential stufng and credential cracking.

Other attacks are more sophisticated. Rizkallah et al. [82]
focused on the BlueToad case. It is unclear how the attacker
got hold of the unchangeable UDIDs of Apple. Most likely,
Apple shared the unencrypted unique device identifers
(UDIDs) with companies or applications, which then store
them in their databases. Attackers may be able to steal them

if weak security policies are applied. Pitney et al. [83] sys-
tematically reviewed the 2021 Microsoft Exchange data
breach exploiting four diferent zero-day vulnerabilities. Te
attack methodology includes server-side request forgery,
deserialization vulnerability, frst fle write vulnerability, and
second fle write vulnerability. As patches were not timely
installed, this data breach impacted several organizations.
Nadjar et al. [84] analyzed the case of the multi-vector data
breach on Astoria, where confdential user data were
exploited by MySQL and PHP-based vulnerabilities in
a popular data management tool. After a data import re-
quest, the attackers were able to access a PHP fle and obtain
the admin credentials. Tis then led to data exfltration.
Faircloth et al. [85] described the brute-force attack on T-
Mobile leading to subscriber identity module (SIM)
hijacking and identity theft. Te attacker used a dictionary
attack, rainbow table attack, guessing attack, and spidering.
Motero et al. [86] utilized a practical survey to describe
attacks on Kerberos authentication protocols. Te authors
analyzed overpass the hash, pass the ticket, golden ticket,
silver ticket, Kerberoasting, unrestricted delegation attacks,
restricted delegation attacks, resource-based restricted del-
egation attacks, and Kerberos bronze bit attacks. All these
attack descriptions are included in TaxIdMA.

3.3.2. Attacks on Specifc Areas. Other authors focused on
specifc applications. Naik et al. [41] proposed an attack tree
for SSI. Anita and Vijayalakshmi [87] and Saad et al. [88]
regarded blockchain (used among others for SSI) security
based on surveys. Al-Khuraf et al. [89] described the se-
curity of web applications based on a survey. Te security of
web applications is relevant to the security of digital iden-
tities. Gaikwad and Ragha [90] focused on the mitigation of
attacks on authenticating identities in ad hoc networks,
while Sharma and Singh [91] described detection techniques
related to it. Bahri [92] outlined identity-related threats in
online social networks. Based on a survey, Gupta et al. [93]
categorized social engineering attacks with a focus on
phishing attacks, where information on digital identities is
stolen. Qin et al. [94] addressed false identity attacks in peer-
to-peer networks. Karunanayake et al. [95] categorized de-
anonymization attacks on the Tor network. Similarly, Erdin
et al. [96] considered fnding hidden users based on a survey.
Mavoungou et al. [97] provided a survey on threats and
attacks on mobile networks, where, for example, devices
have identities. Briones et al. [98] showed identity theft in
a Wi-Fi setting through a case study. Mei et al. [99] pub-
lished a survey on advanced persistent threats (APTs), where
digital identities were stolen among other things.

Further authors used the information for their proposals.
Barona and Mary Anita [100] summarized data breach
challenges in cloud computing security including identity
management. Tese comprise data breaches, account or
service trafc hijacking, insecure interfaces and APIs, denial
of service (DoS), malicious insiders, abuse of cloud services,
and shared technology vulnerabilities. Fang et al. [101]
analyzed data breaches in underground forums, whereas
Subramanian et al. [102] proposed a model to predict cyber
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hacking breaches. Information from the specifc applications
and data breach challenges were considered as input.
General attacks on identity management were summarized
by Haber and Rolls [52]. Further attacks are described to-
wards blockchains and wallets (see, e.g., [103]), though not
for SSI.

3.4. Treat Information Sharing. Te information about the
previously described threats can be shared by (1) a systematic
language and (2) a sharing platform. One well-known
language is STIX [16], which specifes attack pattern,
campaign, course of action, grouping, identity, indicator,
infrastructure, intrusion set, location, malware, malware
analysis, note, observed data, opinion, report, threat actor,
tool, and vulnerability. Identity has the properties name,
description, roles, identity_class, sectors, and con-
tact_information and might have relationships. In addition,
suspicious action at user account objects can be outlined.
Tereby, several attacks can be specifed. Ussath et al. [104]
extended STIX to support complex patterns, whereas
Vielberth et al. [105] added human-as-a-security-sensor. For
identity management, more information might be needed.
Te Trusted Automated eXchange of Intelligence In-
formation (TAXII) [106] framework is an application layer
protocol for the communication of cyber threat information
in a simple and scalable manner and it relates to STIX. Open
Indicators of Compromise (OpenIOC) [107] apply schemes
and specifc terms to describe metadata, criteria, and pa-
rameters. Tis shows that the threat information description
is not suitable for identity management. Incident Object
Description Exchange Format (IODEF) [108] is an incident
object description exchange format representing computer
security information exchanged between computer security
response teams. It is based on [109–111]. Te format in-
cludes incident ID, related activities, detection time, start
and end time, report time, description, assessment, method,
contact, event data, history, and additional data. Tereby, it
can generally be used. A more detailed description format
though would help identity management.

Burger et al. [55] analyzed ontologies for sharing threats,
such as OpenIOC, STIX, and IODEF, and proposed their
own taxonomy. Stillions [112] described a detection ma-
turity level model (DML), which was extended in [113] to
present cyber threats. It thereby specifes the attacker’s
identity, goals, strategy, tactics, techniques, procedures, and
tools, as well as traces of the attack execution. Pahlevan et al.
[114] extended the TAXII framework for distributed ledger
technologies. Mavroeidis and Bromander [115] analyzed
taxonomies, ontologies, and standards for cyber threat
sharing. Te authors concluded that there is no existing
ontology which can be used within cyber threat intelligence
as the existing ones mainly lack expressiveness and do not
cover all relevant data and information. Zibak and Simpson
[116] explored the benefts and barriers of threat in-
formation sharing, while Stojkovski et al. [117] analyzed the
user experience. Bromander et al. [118] proposed a new data
model for the exchange, whereas Mavroeidis et al. [119]

argued to improve current ontologies by commonly agreed-
upon controlled vocabulary. Tis shows that work is still
needed. As we notice that detailed information is missing
regarding identity management, this conclusion is especially
true for identity management.

One possible sharing platform is the Malware In-
formation Sharing Platform (MISP) [120]. Another open
source platform is Open Cyber Treat Intelligence (Open-
CTI) [121], which allows organizations to manage their
cyber threat intelligence knowledge and observables.
OpenCTI’s knowledge schema is based on the STIX stan-
dard. Te tool can be integrated with others, such as MISP
and TeHive. In contrast, TeHive [122] is a security in-
cident response platform, which can make use of MISP.

3.5. Limitations of Current Approaches. Although several
attack taxonomies and categorizations exist, none focus on
identity management. As a result, a taxonomy for attacks
related to identities and identity management systems is still
missing. TaxIdMA [15] is a frst approach but requires
further work. Elements of the related work (taxonomies, case
studies of attacks, etc.) can be used as a basis for a holistic
taxonomy resp. an improved TaxIdMA. Tis taxonomy can
be enhanced by threat information-sharing language, which
needs to be extended for the purpose of identity
management.

4. Methodology

Tis section describes the methodology used to design the
taxonomy framework. First, criteria for evaluation are
established before the steps towards TaxIdMA with its
previous version, limitations, and the improved version are
outlined. Next, design decisions are justifed and the naming
convention is specifed. Te glossary defnes the terms used
in this article. Last but not least, the limitations are
summarized.

4.1. Criteria for Evaluation. A taxonomy organizes the
concepts hierarchically, while each concept includes a short
description and further information. Tereby, a taxonomy
can help to defne and clarify a specifc topic [123]. Before
building a new resp. improving a taxonomy or taxonomy
framework, criteria have to be determined for judging its
merits [124, 125]. For this article, the following criteria are
selected to judge the efectiveness.

(1) Completeness/exhaustibility: All objects are con-
tained in the taxonomy.

(2) Comprehensiveness: Te taxonomy is understand-
able for experts in the feld. If the taxonomy is
understandable for novices in the feld, this would be
benefcial.

(3) Well defned: Te terminology is established in the
feld, meaning there is no confusion as to what
is meant.
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(4) Unambiguousness: Te categories are clearly de-
fned, ensuring there exists no confusion.

(5) Mutual exclusivity: Categories do not overlap and
thereby prevent ambiguities.

(6) Replicability: Repeated attempts at classifcation
result in the same taxonomy classes.

(7) Versatility: Tere is a clear process for adding new
items and updating the taxonomy.

4.2. Steps towards TaxIdMA. Tis section outlines the steps
toward the taxonomies and their iterations. First, the iter-
ations of the previous version are summarized, before the
limitations are described. Tis leads to the iterations for the
current version. Tereby, the rationale behind the choice of
the taxonomies of TaxIdMA is presented.

4.2.1. Previous Version. Te frst and hence previous version
of TaxIdMA [15] was generated through a regression
manner by the abstraction of knowledge.

(1) First, all related information was gathered in one
taxonomy and extended step by step while including
information from attacks, taxonomies, and other
related work. Te items were grouped by known
categories and found similarities in properties.

(2) With the growing complexity, ways to structure it
more clearly were explored. Tis frst resulted in two
taxonomies: end-users and identity management
systems.

(3) By regarding both so-designed taxonomies, many
similarities were noticed. If these were non-
changeable during the attack, they were separated
in an attack background. Tereby, the attack back-
ground can be used together with arbitrary taxon-
omies to explain an attack in detail. In addition, the
terminology, notion, and structure were aligned.

(4) While including further items based on a literature
review, the importance of system identities became
clearer, adding another taxonomy.

(5) Te proposed taxonomies were improved by dis-
cussions with experts and the application of selected
real-world examples.

(6) Last but not least, TaxIdMA was evaluated based on
real-world examples and a discussion.

Tereby, the frst version of TaxIdMA consisted of the
taxonomies’ attack background, system identities, identity
management systems, and end-user identities.

(i) Attack background: Te taxonomy on attack
background describes the background of all attacks
involving identities and is constant during the at-
tack cycle, which can involve several identities.
Categories, where the values may vary either
depending on the attack type or during the attack
cycle, are included in the more specifc taxonomies.
Tereby, the attack background is used in every

description, whereas the further taxonomies depend
on the use case.

(ii) System identities: During the cyber kill chain, the
attacker typically uses several identities, which are
described in the related taxonomy. If the attacker
utilizes multiple identities, then the taxonomy can
be applied to each of these identities.

(iii) Identity management systems: Depending on the
motivation of the attacker, gaining access to the
identity management system may be one goal as all
accounts (human, devices, etc.) are managed there.
As a consequence, the categorization of these attacks
can be made by the taxonomy of identity man-
agement systems. If an organization operates several
identity management systems, which are compro-
mised during an attack, for each system the tax-
onomy should be applied. With the outsourcing of
services including identity management, several
entities may be involved. As a result, the taxonomy
can be applied to all entities.

(iv) End-user identities: While gaining access to an
identity management system requires additional
efort, attacks on end-user identities are usually with
less time efort and less fnancial gain. Due to the
scalability, a fnancial proft can be made.Terefore,
another taxonomy describes these attacks.

Considering that an attacker may exploit various
identities and identity management systems, several up to
all specifc taxonomies can once or multiple times be ap-
plied in a stepwise way. For example, a spear-phishing
attack targets an employee. Tis is possible due to an
identity leak for a service the employee typically uses
(end-user identities). With the spear-phishing attack, the
employee installs malware, which gives the attackers access
to the computer (system/service identities). As the identity
management systems were not patched recently, the at-
tackers can attack it after some additional steps (identity
management systems). In this example, all taxonomies can
be utilized to systematically describe the attack. Te di-
rection of the description is not predefned and can be
either from start to end or vice versa. Te attack back-
ground generally outlines the attack.

4.2.2. Limitations of the Previous Version. While the frst
version of TaxIdMA was also the frst step towards a tax-
onomy framework related to identities, it had several
shortcomings.

(1) Not all items were unambiguous as social engi-
neering attacks can, for example, apply hardware
attacks. As a result, the human element had to be
separated. Tis was done by simplifying the type of
attack.

(2) Te degree of detail varies between the taxonomies
and not all information was included in every tax-
onomy. In consequence, streamlining items and
terminology was required.
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(3) In order to reuse the taxonomies for incident han-
dling, the naming convention needed to be clearly
defned.

(4) Although the frst version was evaluated based on
real-world examples, further validation has im-
proved the outcome. In addition, input from further
researchers was not actively sought originally.

(5) As suggested in its future work section, additional
taxonomies related to IoT and SSI might be needed.
As SSI is a completely diferent identity management
model, it requires its own taxonomy. Furthermore,
IoT devices have limitations, which should be in-
cluded in the taxonomy. Both applications are used
to explain the way how the taxonomies are derived.

4.2.3. Improved Version. Te improved version described in
the following sections is built upon the frst version and
improved in a stepwise way by expert interviews and a lit-
erature review.

(1) Te frst version is used as a basis.
(2) By expert interviews and a wider literature review,

the given taxonomies are improved and better
structured.

(3) To comply with STIX, the name system identity is
changed to service identity.

(4) In order to provide an easier way to reference cat-
egories and elements, a naming convention is
established.

(5) By further discussions and interviews, additional
taxonomies are added: IoT devices and the new
research direction SSI.

(6) Last but not least, TaxIdMA with its taxonomies is
evaluated based on expert interviews, the application
of real-world examples, and related work.

In consequence, the improved version of TaxIdMA in-
cludes the following applications.Temethodology for these
taxonomy applications is described in the corresponding
sections.

(i) Internet of Tings: IoT is a technology originating
from the feld of sensor networks. IoT devices can
collect, process, and exchange data via a data
communication network. In order to identify objects
and describe the relationships with owners and other
objects, several methods are applied and new ones
are proposed (see, for example, [126–130]). To keep
up with the technological progress and satisfy the
diverse options, a new taxonomy is established.

(ii) Self-sovereign identities: Self-sovereign identities are
an approach to digital identities that gives individuals
control over the information they use to prove who
they are to services on the Internet. Te research
direction obtains momentum with the new version of
the electronic IDentifcation, Authentication, and
trust Services (eIDAS) regulation [131, 132]. As self-

sovereign identity is diferent from traditional identity
management [133], at least from the entity and layer
perspectives, it is best described in its own taxonomy.

4.3. Justifcation of Taxonomy Design Decisions. In this
section, we give reasons for modifying, disregarding, and
applying related work for resp. to TaxIdMA.

(1) Terminology: Te previous terminology was based
on established terms in the feld. Although this is
relevant for understanding, it does not refect the
possibility to use the taxonomy for threat intelligence
sharing. Terefore, especially STIX terminology was
taken into account while improving TaxIdMA. One
example is the renaming from system identities to
service identities.

(2) Level of detail: STIX especially details the attacker,
which is adapted to add further information. Te
same applies to attack types, which are enhanced by
Habiba et al. [53]. Windows integrity levels are
omitted as they focus only on Windows systems.

(3) Categories: In addition, related work is used to de-
scribe attack types. Te categories though do not
clearly distinguish between attacks with and attacks
without social engineering. Social engineering is one
option, though it could be combined with other
attack types. As a result, current categorizations are
dropped. In order to provide information about the
device, this item is added to the service identity
taxonomy. Here, it is more relevant than other
taxonomies, where it is combined with the location.
With the chosen categories, not all combinations
might be possible. Nonetheless, this approach was
selected as it may provide more information. For
example, unusual combinations are included and
information is not redundant.

(4) Extendibility: Due to the diferent natures of SSI and
IoT, these applications are added. A key element of
taxonomies is extendibility. In order to provide
guidance on extendibility, the steps towards these
new taxonomies are described in more detail in the
corresponding sections.

4.4. Naming Convention. Te elements of the taxonomy are
enumerated using the convention [T].[C].[I].n.

(i) T: Each taxonomy has a unique name with an
abbreviation consisting of two resp. three let-
ters—Background (BG), Service Identities (SI),
Identity Management Systems (IMS), End-Users
(UE), Internet of Tings (IoT), Self-Sovereign
Identities (SSI), and Web Application (WA).
Tereby, two letters are the standard use case, while
known abbreviations are applied.

(ii) C: Te categories also have a one-letter abbrevia-
tion—Attacker (A), Target (T), Identity (I), and
Attack (K).
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(iii) I: Tis is followed by another abbreviation for the
items—Type (T), Capabilities (C), Identity (I),
Permissions (P), Authenticity (A), Delivery (D),
Results (R), and Impact (M).

(iv) n: Te leaves are enumerated. Sub-leaves are added
by a dot and additional number. Further leaves are
added accordingly if necessary. Te only exception
is Others (0) for better extendability.

For example, to describe the impostor authenticity of the
attacker identity in the attack background, the following
notion can be used: BG.I.A.1. Te naming convention is
practically shown in the background in Figure 1.

Te naming of the taxonomy follows a clear structure.
First, the type of the category is outlined. Ten, the category
is detailed. Te name consists of one word, besides well-
established terminologies, such as resource development or
privilege escalation. In consequence, the diferent words can
be combined. BG.I.A.1 can be named “Background Identity
Authenticity Impostor”.

4.5.Glossary. In the following, defnitions for the terms used
within the taxonomies are given. Tese defnitions are based
on [15] and related work.

(i) Attack: Te use of an exploit by an adversary to take
advantage of a weakness with the intent to achieve
a negative impact.

(1) Category: Targeted weakness of identity
management.

(2) Delivery: Way of conveying the attack.
(3) Impact: Loss or the consequences which are

incurring (efects) due to the attack.
(4) Pattern: Description of the methodology used

by the adversaries to exploit weaknesses.
(5) Results: Direct consequences (fnal product) of

an attack.
(6) Type: Classifcation of the attack.
(7) Vector: Specifc path, method, or scenario

exploited.
(8) Vulnerability: Vulnerability resp. vulnerabilities

used in the attack.

(ii) Attacker: Someone who explores methods for
breaching weaknesses in a computer system or
network.

(1) Capabilities: Expertise or the ability of the at-
tacker to reach the goal.

(2) Type: Attributes of the attacker.

(iii) Identity: Digital identity used during the attack.

(1) Amount: Quantity of targeted identities.
(2) Authenticity: Attribution of the attacker to-

wards the system during the attack.
(3) Completeness: State or condition of being

complete concerning the identity control
takeover.

(4) Directness: State of direction of targeting.

(5) Lifecycle: Stage of attack lifecycle, also known as
cyber kill chain [45, 46].

(6) Permissions: Authorization of the overtaken
digital identity.

(7) Timeliness: State and duration of being timely
concerning the identity control takeover.

(8) Type: Type of digital identity used during the
attack.

(iv) Target: A goal designated for an attack.

(1) Characteristics: Characteristics of the target,
which have consequences on attack vectors and
impact.

(2) Device: Device of the attacked target.
(3) Domain: Area of application of the target,

similar to the sector, but in a broader sense.
(4) Level: Target position in the system stack.
(5) Location: Particular place in the physical space

of the target in relation to the attacker.
(6) Identity: Position of the target related to the

attacker.
(7) Sector: Te area of industry the target is in.
(8) Type: Characteristics of the target.

(v) Type: A grouping based on shared characteristics.

4.6. Limitations. Although this improved TaxIdMA explains
the design and iterations of the taxonomies, it uses the ter-
minology of the research area, which requires basic knowl-
edge. As a consequence, even though the structure should be
clear, not all items may be known to novices. Tis article
cannot provide further guidance in form of a tutorial. Instead,
a web repository would be needed. As identity management is
changing, further taxonomies might be needed in the future.
Although we evaluate TaxIdMA on a wider basis, not all
aspects might be discovered in this version.

5. TaxIdMA: Taxonomy on Attacks

Tis section describes the taxonomy framework TaxIdMA,
which consists of taxonomies related to the attack back-
ground, service identities, identity management systems, and
end-user identities. Te background is constant during the
attack cycle. In consequence, the taxonomy on the attack
background is applied to all attacks and vulnerabilities. Te
taxonomies on service identities, identity management sys-
tems, and end-user identities further detail the attack resp.
vulnerability. An attacker typically applies several service
identities during the attack lifecycle, which is described in the
related taxonomy. For multiple identities, the taxonomy is
applied several times. Identity management systems can pose
an interesting goal of an attack, as shown by the SolarWinds
Orion attack. Te related taxonomy can be used for all in-
volved entities in a cross-organizational system. Last but not
least, attacks on end-user identities are categorized according
to the taxonomy as they are the goal in broader-scale attacks
such as phishing or selected attacks, like spear-phishing. Te
outlined taxonomies can be applied in a stepwise way.
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Others (0)

Vulnerability (V)

Figure 1: Taxonomy for attack background.
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5.1. Attack Background. Te attack background taxonomy
describes the background of the attack, detailed by the
following specifc attack taxonomies. It is categorized by the
attacker, target, attack identity, and the attack itself, as
outlined in Figure 1.

5.1.1. Attacker. Te attacker is someone who explores
methods for breaching weaknesses in a computer system or
network. Tey are detailed by type and capabilities [134].

(i) Type: Te type of attacker describes the position and
their profles.

(1) Amount: Te amount specifes the number of
persons involved, ranging from individual to
small and big groups resp. organizations.

(2) Profle: Te amount partly relates to the profle.
According to STIX, this can be activist, com-
petitor, crime syndicate, criminal, hacker, inside
accidental, insider disgruntled, nation state,
sensationalist, spy, terrorist, and unknown. As
attacks can be started by script kiddies and other
less skilled persons, these should be added.

(ii) Capabilities:Te expertise or ability of the attacker to
reach the goal. Te capabilities are characterized by
motivation, resources, knowledge, and time. Tese
impact the severity of the attack. Te capabilities
partly relate to the attacker type.

(1) Motivation: According to STIX, motivation can
be described as accidental, coercion, dominance,
ideology, notoriety, organizational gain, per-
sonal gain, personal satisfaction, revenge, and
unpredictable.

(2) Resources: Depending on the resources, diferent
attacks are possible. For example, an individual
would probably use scripts found online or at
Metasploit to exploit, whereas state-sponsored
actors might use external sources to implement
the malware.

(3) Knowledge: Te sophistication, as STIX calls the
knowledge, ranges from none to minimal, in-
termediate, advanced, expert, innovator, and
strategic.

(4) Time: Time is an important resource, as, for
example, scans and brute-force attacks may be
extended over a longer time period with the hope
of not being noticed by the monitoring system.
Terefore, little, medium, and much are
possible items.

5.1.2. Target. It is the goal designated for an attack, de-
scribed by identity, type, and sector [135, 136].

(i) Type: Attacks focus on diferent targets, ranging
from individuals, groups, businesses, governments,
and organizations to other types.

(ii) Sector: Tese types can be grouped into sectors by
applying the notion of STIX.

(iii) Identity: Te identity describes the position of the
target related to the attacker and can be further
detailed by their roles internal (for example, exec-
utives, employees, administrators, and contractors)
resp. external (for example, partners, customers,
trusted third parties, competitors, and strangers).

5.1.3. Identity. Identity outlines the digital identity resp.
identities used during the attack with their permissions [50]
and authenticity.

(i) Type: Te role of the digital identity in use by the
attacker, i.e., end-user, system, or
administrator [46].

(ii) Permissions: Identities come with permissions
according to roles and functions, ranging from
restricted to unrestricted [50]. In consequence,
permissions describe the authorization the over-
taken identity has at the expressed moment.

(iii) Authenticity: Te authenticity specifes the au-
thenticity of the attacker towards the system during
the attack. Te type of identity has one of the fol-
lowing authenticities: impostor (for example, dur-
ing phishing attacks), the authenticity of a new or
compromised account (for example, if successfully
attacking a web server or the attacker is able to
create a new account), none, or others. Te au-
thenticity hence describes one added human
element [51].

5.1.4. Attack. Te attack is categorized by type, delivery,
results, and impact to comply with [135, 136].

(i) Type: Te type characterizes the threat. Active at-
tacks include social engineering, physical attacks,
and web attacks among others. Passive attacks de-
scribe eavesdropping and other passive methods.

(ii) Vulnerability: Te actual vulnerability exploited by
the attacker [49]. Tis inherently relates to
criticality.

(iii) Delivery: Tis explains the way of delivering the
attack, ranging from payloads (for example, a re-
verse shell), links (for example, phishing links), and
responses (for example, server or e-mail responses)
to others (for example, physical) [137].

(iv) Results: Te direct consequences of an attack,
ranging from nuisance and degradation at the lower
end to disruption, theft, and disclosure.

(v) Impact: Te loss or the consequences which are
incurred due to the attack. Tis includes fnancial,
reputation, property, business, and others.

5.2. Service Identities. During attacks targeting servers
among others, attackers typically use diferent identities. In
order to categorize these, the following taxonomy (see
Figure 2) further details target, identity, and attack.
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5.2.1. Target. Te target specifes the target of the attack.Tis
information is an addition to the attack background.

(i) Level: Level describes the target level in the system
stack. As identities appear on diferent levels, all

these levels can be targeted. Tis includes a ser-
vice, network, system with cryptography and
hardware, an application with a server (for ex-
ample, database, storage, web, and e-mail), and
a client as well as a user [138]. Te degree of detail
varies from taxonomy and taxonomy and,
therefore, is included in each taxonomy besides
background.

(ii) Location: Te physical location of the target is
categorized here. Te location of the target in re-
lation to the attacker may vary, from local/internal
to external, for example, a trusted third party [53].

(iii) Device: Te device specifes the location of the
targeted device, as it is more relevant in this context.

5.2.2. Identity. Te identity categorizes lifecycle, com-
pleteness, timeliness, directness, and amount.

(i) Lifecycle: Te stage of the attack lifecycle, that is,
cyber kill chain [45, 46].

(ii) Completeness: Te completeness of identity take-
over, i.e., fully or partly.

(iii) Timeliness: Te timeliness of identity takeover, i.e.,
defnitely temporary or recoverable.

(iv) Directness: Te direction of targeting, i.e., directly
or indirectly.

(v) Amount: Te amount of targeted identities. While
applying diferent identities during the attack life-
cycle, the amount is most likely single or selected
identities.

5.2.3. Attack. Te attack is described by category, vector,
and type.

(i) Category: Te targeted weakness of identity man-
agement, i.e., identifcation, authentication, autho-
rization, trust, governance, user management, user
repository, information, or others [47]. Tis in-
cludes the identity lifecycle by governance (request,
provisioning, and de-provisioning) and identifca-
tion, authentication, and authorization (operation).

(ii) Vector: Te vector specifes the path, method, or
scenario exploited. Tis can range from protocol,
implementation, architecture, confguration, policy,
and cryptography to user design and others.

(iii) Type: Te type further details the attack, i.e., passive
or active. Both include further attacks, such as
probing, scanning, bypassing, eavesdropping, and
modifying [57].

5.3. Identity Management Systems. Due to the reason that
identity management systems manage all identities (for
example, humans, devices, and services) in an organization,
they pose an interesting goal. Figure 3 outlines the im-
portance of the location in the diverse setting. Target,
identity, and attack are explained in the following.

Attacks on Service
Identities

Target Identity Attack

Level Lifecycle Category

Location

Completeness

Timeliness

Vector

Service

System

Application
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External
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Development
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Partially

Temporary

Recoverable

Network

Identification

Authentication

Protocol

Implementation
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Configuration

Policy

Authorization

Trust

Governance

User
Management

User Repository

Information

Others

Persistence

Privilege
Escalation

Defense
Evasion

Credential
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Lateral
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Single
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All
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Collection
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Cryptography

User Design
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Embedded
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Mobile
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Others

Figure 2: Taxonomy for attacks using service identities.
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5.3.1. Target. Te target is detailed by level and location.

(i) Level: Te level is similar to the one in service
identities [138] shown above and includes service,
network, system, application, client, and user.

(ii) Location: Identity management systems can be
cross-organizational and operated in a cloud envi-
ronment by other entities. As a result, the location is
either internal or external and according to [53]
diverse with (identity/service) provider, (trusted)
third party, intermediate, transmission, and user
device as well as others. Te device is not relevant for
identity management systems in contrast to service
identities.

5.3.2. Identity. Te identity is described by the lifecycle,
completeness, timeliness, directness, and amount.

(i) Lifecycle: Te attack can involve or target the
identity management system at diferent stages of
the lifecycle [45, 46]. Tese include, according to
MITRE ATT&CK, reconnaissance, resource de-
velopment, initial access, persistence, privilege es-
calation, defense evasion, credential access,
discovery, lateral movement, collection, and com-
mand and control.

(ii) Completeness: An identity management system can
partly or fully be taken over, as shown with silver
and golden tickets for AD [139].

(iii) Timeliness: Te timeliness is either temporary or
recoverable, whereas recoverable is standard for an
identity management system.

(iv) Directness: Te attacker can either directly or in-
directly target the identity management system.

(v) Amount: An attacker can overtake single, selected,
or all accounts. Te amount might increase during
the attack.

5.3.3. Attack. An attack is outlined by category, vector, and
type. Tis category is similar to service identities.

(i) Category: Te taxonomy applies the category of
attacks in [47]—identifcation, authentication, au-
thorization, trust, governance, user management,
user repository, and information as well as others.

(ii) Vector: Te attack vector is divided into the items
protocol, implementation, architecture, policy,
cryptography, user design, and others. Two exam-
ples of implementation are shown next. Te
implementation of AD had the vulnerabilities
MS17-010 Eternal Blue [140] andMS16-032 [141] in
earlier versions. Te AD implementation of Ker-
beros could be used for Pass-the-Hash [142] and
Kerberoasting [143] attacks. Te confguration can
be a source as well. Te confguration of AD has
pitfalls, grouped into accounts (for example, pass-
word in comments), groups (for example, built-in
groups and unlimited groups), and delegation.
Some implementations of LDAP are vulnerable to
enumeration by misconfguration. With identity
management systems exposed to the web, API se-
curity becomes important.
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Figure 3: Taxonomy for attacks on identity management systems.
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(iii) Type: Te type of attack, or technique at MITRE
ATT&CK, describes the sort of attack, which is
either passive or active and can be further detailed in
the leaves.

5.4. End-User Identities. Te end-user identity taxonomy
focuses on user identities, which are typically targeted in
large-scale attacks. While an individual digital identity has
little fnancial value (which varies between the identity
types), the amount of acquired accounts makes these types of
attacks interesting for attackers. In consequence, the tax-
onomy as shown in Figure 4 includes additional identity
types. Te type of attack is concretized by the inclusion of an
additional pattern.

5.4.1. Target. Te target user limits the possibilities.

(i) Level: User identities appear on the levels of system,
application, client, and user.

(ii) Location: User identities are stored in databases and
identity management systems mainly. Furthermore,
users may store them directly or indirectly on de-
vices. As a result, the same locations are possible with
(identity/service) provider, (trusted) third party,
intermediate, transmission, user device, and others.

5.4.2. Identity. Te identity is described by type, com-
pleteness, timeliness, directness, and amount.

(i) Type: Typical identity types contain information
resp. accounts about fnancial information, such as
credit card (including child credit card history) and
bank; employment (according to STIX, this may be
LDAP, OpenID, remote authentication dial-in user
service (RADIUS), UNIX, or Windows local/do-
main); state-related information such as tax, eID,
and social security number; phone; insurance in-
cluding healthcare; online social networks (for ex-
ample, Facebook, Twitter, Skype, and Instagram);
online shopping; and others.

(ii) Completeness: Completeness is divided into full (for
example, phishing) and partial (for example, session
hijacking) takeover.

(iii) Timeliness: Timeliness is defned as either tempo-
rary (for example, session hijacking) or recoverable
(for example, phishing).

(iv) Directness: Te attack can either be direct (for
example, phishing) or indirect (for example, supply
chain attack).

(v) Amount: Te amount ranges from single to selected
and all.

5.4.3. Attack. Te attack is specifed by type and pattern.

(i) Type:Te attack type contains the same categories as
the already described taxonomies. Typical attacks
towards identities are outlined. Tis includes brute-

force attacks and social engineering, which could be
further detailed. Brute-force includes OSINT-based,
hybrid, password spraying, credential stufng, dic-
tionary, and rainbow table. Another type is web
attacks with cookie replay and other types of session
hijacking among others.

(ii) Pattern: Te pattern describes the methodology
applied by the adversaries. Te attack pattern con-
tains identity theft, identity manipulation, and de-
anonymization. Identity theft is further divided into
new account fraud (for example, existing profle
cloning attack) and account takeover (for example,
by account recovery exploit), which can be com-
bined. Te category of pattern relates to CAPEC,
CWE, and OWASP.

6. Application of TaxIdMA on Specific Areas

TaxIdMA is a rather generic taxonomy framework related to
attacks on identities and identity management systems.
Specifc areas may have customized properties as indicated
in [15]. We outlined two of them, IoT and SSI, which have
partly diferent properties. In consequence, we describe
TaxIdMA for IoT and SSI in the following.

6.1. Internet of Tings. IoT describes physical objects with
sensors, processing ability, software, and other technologies
that connect and exchange data with other devices and
systems. In the consumer market, IoT technology is con-
tained in the concept of smart homes. Otherwise, IoT is used
in healthcare systems, industry, and many more.

6.1.1. Methodology. In order to classify IoT, we use the
search terms “(iot OR “Internet of things) AND (taxonomy
OR categorization OR classifcation OR vulnerability)” at
IEEE, ACM, USENIX, MDPI, and Springer Link.Te results
are evaluated in accordance with the search term and then
further processed to extract the important aspects. If several
approaches contradict, the average proposal is used. In
addition, unstructured interviews with experts in the IoT
area help to further detail certain characteristics.Te thereby
extracted characteristics are then compared with the tax-
onomies of TaxIdMA. If IoT difers in a certain aspect, then
the corresponding characteristic is added.

6.1.2. Application of TaxIdMA on Internet of Tings. IoT
architectures consist of IoT devices, maybe gateways, net-
work structures, and central systems for administration and
processing that might be in the cloud to allow the IoTdevices
to communicate with each other. Tereby, IoT architectures
consist of diferent layers. Tese may depend on the actually
applied protocols. Based on [69, 77], we summarize them as
infrastructure (sensors, gateways, and other devices, but also
central units), communication (connectivity between the
elements, for example, with 5G, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and low-
power wide-area networks (LPWANs) [73]), routing, service
(application), a client (for end-users), and others. Tese
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layers support IoT devices to collect and process data. With
these layers, we also notice various identities: all the devices,
users, but also applications, and maybe data. As this ar-
chitecture goes beyond the ISO/OSI model to include the

transformation of data into usable information, the layers
are adapted in the taxonomy. In consequence, the object
characteristics difer, ranging from automation and in-
telligence to storage and processing [60]. Due to the diferent
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infrastructures, other attacks are possible, such as tag
cloning, sensor tracking, rogue access, and tampering
[62–64, 77]. In addition, the attacks at least partly depend on
the location (inside vs. outside) and the domain (healthcare,
transport, smart homes, robotics, etc.) [61]. Te security
countermeasures may difer from the type of IoTdevice. For
example, industrial and commercial devices might have
more countermeasures than consumer devices, although this
is subject to the actual device [69]. Te attacks again have
various consequences, up to life-threatening situations.

In consequence, the taxonomies on the attack back-
ground and service identities are adapted as follows. Again,
the background generally describes the attack, whereas the
other taxonomies specify the attack in more detail. Tis
includes attacks on the communication layer. Te taxonomy
for attacks on user identities typically uses the identity type
others, as IoTdevices are concerned. As shown by Wüstrich
et al. [64], the typical attack vectors apply here. Regarding
identity management systems, the identity type (for ex-
ample, human, device, and application) could be included.
Otherwise, these two taxonomies remain the same.

(1) Attack Background Te background, as shown in
Figure 5, applies the terminology of the IoT area and
is adapted as follows.

(i) Attacker: Nothing is changed.
(ii) Target: Te target type uses the terminology, i.e.,

consumer instead of individual, industry instead
of business, and commercial instead of groups
[69]. Consumer goods target end-user applica-
tions including personal devices (for example,
cameras, smartphones, and refrigerators).
Commercial IoT devices refer to the resources
utilized by enterprises and bigger in-
frastructures. Tey could be used with an ad-
ditional security layer for industry, government,
and other organizations. Industrial IoT includes
sensors, actuators, controllers, industrial assets,
remote telemetry, monitoring, and management
systems for mission-critical architectures. Te
sector is changed into a domain, which features
the most important areas of smart home,
healthcare, transportation (for example, vehi-
cles), and Industry 4.0 [61].

(iii) Identity: Te type includes the division into
sensor, device, and system. Te diferentiation
between a device and a sensor determines the
place of change. As an example, a sensor could
be replaced, resulting in diferent data, while the
device stays the same. Furthermore, the loca-
tions producer, consumer, and intermediate are
added [69].

(iv) Attack: Nothing is changed.

(2) Service Identity Service identities (sensors,
gateways, etc.) are adapted according to the literature
(see Figure 6).

(i) Target: Te target level features the levels (i.e.,
physical, logical, and application) summarized

above according to the literature [69, 77]. Tese
can be further detailed if required. Depending
on the target level, other attacks are possible, for
example, jamming, cloning, and tampering on
the physical layer and exhaustion and unfairness
at data link, resp. spoofng, sinkholes, Sybil
attacks, wormholes, clone IDs, and more on the
network. Applications can be attacked by
malware, fooding, and code injection, among
others. Te location (internal resp. external) is
not as important in IoT settings as in others,
whereas indoor and outdoor would be more
interesting and could be added [61]. Te devices
refect the IoT environment with gateways and
sensors among others. It is decided to keep both
characteristics separately to allow a fner grade
of detail. In addition, the characteristics of the
target are outlined, i.e., automation, intelligence,
storage, sensing, processing, and others [60].

(ii) Identity: Te identity is not changed.
(iii) Attack: Te attack category is adapted accord-

ingly, i.e., management instead of user man-
agement and the omission of user repository.
Trust attacks in the IoT environment include,
for example, Sybil attacks, bad-mouthing, ballot
stufng, denial of service, black holes, and on-
ofs[143].

6.2. Self-Sovereign Identities. Self-sovereign identity is an
approach that gives users control over their information in
a decentralized setting. Tereby, the users can provide user
information they received from their home organizations to
service providers independently.

6.2.1. Methodology. In order to classify SSI, we search for
“(attack OR security OR vulnerability) AND (ssi OR “self-
sovereign identity” OR “self-sovereign identities”)” and el-
ements (wallet, blockchain, and distributed ledger tech-
nologies) at IEEE, ACM, USENIX, MDPI, and Springer
Link. We then regard the content for relevance and include
the elements accordingly. Based on the literature review and
expert interviews, we detail categories and align them in the
taxonomy framework accordingly.

6.2.2. Adaption for SSI. Te SSI architecture comprises the
entities issuer, holder, and verifer, which use a decentralized
system such as blockchain to store data [145]. Further
important components are the wallet of the holder, typically
on a smartphone, and software agents and network nodes.
Te issuer verifes the credentials of the holder, which are
then stored in the wallet. Te holder can present verifable
presentations depending on the information the verifer
requests. Basic information about the entities among others
is stored in a decentralized way. Tis might be blockchain as
a form of decentralized ledger technology. One application
for blockchain is cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, where
more attack vectors are known [146–154]. Consensus and
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ledger-based attacks are possible, such as Finney attack, race
attack, and 51% attack, resulting in double-spending. If no
central authority is introduced, Sybil attacks, eclipse attacks,
denial of service attacks, and routing attacks might be

possible. Regarding issuer and verifer, fake resp. compro-
mised entities, fake identity attacks, and identity theft attacks
are relevant. Another interesting target is the holder with the
wallet, which could be compromised by malware, physical
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access, social engineering, and other forms of malicious
actions. More approaches are known for cryptocurrencies
[103, 155–157]. In consequence, Naik et al. [41] determined
software agents, network nodes, and data stores (wallets) as

assets. Te authors outlined faking identity attacks, identity
theft attacks, and distributed denial of service attacks as
potential attacks on SSI systems. Tese attacks are then
further detailed by attack trees.

Diferent attacks are possible due to the usage of
decentralized storage and protocols. In consequence, the
main diference is the target within the taxonomies on end-
user identities, identity management systems, and service
identities. Especially the items of level and location are
adapted (difer from the foundational one) as follows, uti-
lizing standardized terms [145].

(i) Level: Service, Network (i.e., normal or decentral-
ized), System (Server, Client), Wallet, Agent, User,
and Others.

(ii) Location: Issuer, Holder, Verifer, TTP, Decentral-
ized Storage (for example, distributed ledger tech-
nologies such as blockchain), User Device,
Transmission, and Others.

Te identities do not change as they could be issued to
the user. For example, they have the e-mail address user@
provider.com. Even though the holder possesses the user
device, the importance of the device (typically a smartphone)
is emphasized with the addition of both. Due to the fact that
self-sovereign identity gives the user full control over their
identities, this is justifable. Here, especially attacks focusing
on the user such as social engineering can be possible. Te
adapted taxonomy is shown in Figure 7 for end-user
identities in the SSI environment.

7. Evaluation

Te evaluation is three-fold. First, we apply typical threats
and talk about statistics concerning identity management.
Following this, we evaluate TaxIdMA based on the estab-
lished requirements. Last but not least, we summarize the
expert interviews and their results.

7.1. Application on Typical Treats. According to Symantec
[158], targeted attacks are on the rise, whereas 65% of groups
use spear phishing as the primary infection vector and 96%
of groups’ primary motivation continues to be intelligence
gathering.Te ENISA threat report 2022 [159] describes that
new forms of phishing arise such as spear-phishing, whaling,
smishing, and vishing. In consequence, information on the
web and social engineering are important ways to receive
information. According to the Federal Trade Commission
[160], identity theft is rising since 2001 from 0.33 million to
5.7 million in 2021 in the U.S. Government documents or
beneft frauds are on the top with 396,012 complaints,
followed by credit card fraud (389,845) and identity theft
(377,203). Further top identity thefts are loan or lease fraud
(192,967), bank fraud (124,497), employment or tax-related
fraud (111,755), and phone or utilities fraud (88,842) in 2021.
Scammers typically engage by phone (646,440), text
(378,119), e-mail (264,069), website or apps (180,114), social
media (159,458), others (115,730), mail (43,915), and online
ad or pop-up (36,731). According to Ernst & Young (EY)
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Security Survey 2018-19 [161], the top ten most valuable
kinds of information to cyber criminals are customer in-
formation (17%), fnancial information (12%), strategic

plans (12%), board member information (11%), customer
passwords (11%), research and development information
(9%), merger and acquisition information (8%), intellectual
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property (6%), non-patented IP (5%), and supplier in-
formation (5%). Identity theft is used during all stages of the
attack lifecycle. According to ENISA [160, 162, 163], brands
such as Microsoft and Amazon are often impersonated. Te
top data types lost in 2019 are e-mail (65%), password (59%),
name (26%), miscellaneous (18%), address (13%), credit card
(12%), and account (10%). EY [161] summarizes the top 10
biggest cyber threats to organizations as phishing (22%),
malware (20%), cyberattacks to disrupt (13%), cyberattacks
to steal money (12%), fraud (10%), cyberattacks to steal IP
(8%), spam (6%), internal attacks (5%), natural disasters
(2%), and espionage (2%).

Regarding the OWASP Top Ten [164], we notice that
broken access control is the top web application security
risk. Tis is followed by cryptographic failures, injection,
insecure design, security misconfguration, and vulnerable
and outdated components.Te seventh item is identifcation
and authentication failures, previously called broken au-
thentication. Software and data integrity failures, security
logging and monitoring failures, and server-side request
forgery are also included.Tereby, we notice the importance
of authentication and access control.Tis is not only the case
at standard online services but also for IoT environments as
noticed by IIoT World [165].

In order to take over the credentials of an employee, an
attacker might frst look at third-party breaches, where
actors share datasets publicly or in private. Tese could be
gained from insiders, phished credentials, malware, and
otherwise stolen credentials. Based on the dataset, attackers
may attempt to compromise the login. If the attacker has
a password list, they could try brute-force attempts,
password spraying, and password reuse. If the passwords
are hashed, then cracking may be successful in the case that
the hash algorithm is insecure and respectively or no salt
was added. MFA can be applied to increase security if the
factors are independent. Typical methods include e-mail,
SMS, and software and hardware code. If the attacker has
the original password and MFA is enabled, then further
factors need to be bypassed.Te bypass attempts depend on
the actual deployed MFA and system behind. By fnding
faws in the technology underpinning the MFA solution,
MFA can be circumvented. Tis may include compro-
mising the encryption of the secrets, fnding patterns, and
hijacking name spaces. Again, there is the human element
with social engineering. Furthermore, the network session
could be hijacked. E-mail MFA can be bypassed by e-mail
(such as O365 mailbox via Exchange Web Services (EWS))
compromise, physical threat, social engineering, and ex-
tortion via harassment. For SMS, SIM swapping is an
additional attack vector. Social engineering, extortion via
harassment, token theft, and physical threat also apply to
software and hardware MFA code. Other vectors are the
discovery of vulnerabilities by scanning the domain, IP
addresses, ports, and services. If a vulnerability is dis-
covered, it might be exploited using an exploit with
a customized payload, which is delivered to the victim.
Such exploitation results in the initial access to the in-
frastructure. If the attackers are successful in bypassing the
employee’s credentials or exploiting the infrastructure,

they could access the portal or services and compromise the
account. Tereby, further actions such as execution and
privilege escalation might be possible [166]. In conse-
quence, the end-user credentials are important here, al-
though other means might be used.

Regarding our taxonomy, we see the following.

(i) Target: At least for the frst factor, the target level is
often the user (i.e., social engineering and other
password attacks). With MFA, it could not only be
user’s device but also the underlying infrastructure
and network.

(ii) Identity: Te identity type is employment with di-
rect and complete takeover until recovery. Te
amount can be everything from single to all, al-
though single or selected is most likely.

(iii) Attack: Te attack type is most likely active with the
pattern of identity theft. If MFA is enabled, then two
types are required to compromise the account. Te
exact type depends on the attack path.

Te Identity Defned Security Alliance (IDSA) trend re-
port for 2022 [167] outlines that inadequately managed
privileges (36%), excessive privileges (21%), and compro-
mised privileged identities (23%) result in breaches. Acquired
privileged accounts shorten the attack lifecycle to access
sensitive data. Nonetheless, further identities can be used in
attacks, especially if the number of identities in organizations
is increasing due to the adoption of more cloud applications,
third-party relationships, machine identities, and further
reasons. Although employees are most likely to be attacked
successfully and have the biggest business impact, many
organizations have business customers, third parties, con-
sumers, and machine identities. According to IDSA, 84%
experienced an identity-related breach in the past year. Te
number of incidents targeting the identity management
system is though not known to the authors. At least in the
SolarWinds Orion attack, they were used. In consequence,
these can be characterized by TaxIdMA.

7.2. Expert Interviews. In order to improve and quantita-
tively evaluate TaxIdMA, we conducted semi-structured
interviews with experts in identity management, IoT, and
SSI. Te interviews were in accordance with the ethics board
and their guidelines.

7.2.1. Methodology. Te experts were selected on the basis of
their competence in the felds. Such competence was as-
sumed on the basis of the following main criteria for in-
clusion: that the experts should be working in the feld for at
least one or several years with at least either projects or
publications related to their work. For example, a person
working in research on the topic of SSI for seven years is
considered ftting. Te selection of the experts was per-
formed on the authors’ personal experience and the advice of
other experts. In order to obtain the six experts, we had to
contact twelve experts in all. Te experts did not get any
compensation.
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Te interviews were performed either in person or
virtually via a conference system.Te interview language was
German (N� 5) or English (N� 1), according to the pref-
erence of the participants. Interviews took place in No-
vember resp. December 2022 and lasted an average of
30minutes. Te frst part of the semi-structured interviews
was dedicated to the specifc area of expertise (description of
the area and the related threats and attacks). Ten, the
corresponding taxonomy resp. taxonomies were shown and
explained with the text of this article, leading to a discussion
about the correctness (general understanding, division of the
taxonomies, the related categories and their items, and
completeness). Te third and last part of the interview fo-
cused on specifc aspects of the taxonomy and the feld of
expertise (corresponding taxonomies, again threats and
attacks, and possible improvements). Te transcripts were
analyzed, discussed, and collated. Here, we used Delphi
panels to discuss and collate the comments.

7.2.2. Results. In the following, the results of the expert
interviews are summarized.

(i) TaxIdMA: Before improving TaxIdMA, comments
from the presentation of [15] were noted. In ad-
dition, a semi-structured interview with two experts
was conducted to receive further input for the
improved version.Te focus was on the correctness,
completeness, and understandability of TaxIdMA.
Last but not least, typical attack vectors and vul-
nerabilities were discussed and categorized by
TaxIdMA during the interviews. Te feedback was
incorporated into the new version of TaxIdMA,
which was discussed with fve experts (two from the
previous round and three new experts) in semi-
structured interviews. Here, TaxIdMA was struc-
tured and detailed to the satisfaction of the experts
and no further iterations were needed.

(ii) IoT: In order to establish a frst version of the
taxonomy for the IoT environment, related work
was analyzed and an expert was interviewed about
the potential adaption of TaxIdMA for IoT and
diferent attack vectors and problems with IoT.
Tis was accompanied by another extended liter-
ature review, leading to the frst version of the
taxonomy. Te application of the taxonomies was
then evaluated by one expert for correctness,
completeness, and understandability. While the
taxonomy on the background stayed the same, the
description was extended by further explanations.
Te taxonomy of IoTservice identities was changed
as follows: target layer and device were separated to
provide more information and fexibility. Tis
improved taxonomy version was then evaluated by
four experts. At this point, the adaption gained the
approval of the experts.

(iii) SSI: A frst version of the taxonomy was designed
based on the literature review and knowledge of the
authors. Tis version of the taxonomy was then

discussed with three experts in semi-structured
interviews. In the interviews, the experts were
fne with the adaptation for SSI. In addition, one
expert suggested providing detailed security analysis
of SSI as this is currently missing. Due to the scope
of the article, we plan to conduct such an analysis in
future work.

7.3. Requirements. For TaxIdMA, seven criteria were pre-
viously selected to judge the efectiveness. We discuss their
fulfllment in the following.

(1) Completeness/exhaustibility: All objects identifed
by the authors are contained in the taxonomy. Tere
might be objects missed out.

(2) Comprehensiveness: As TaxIdMA reuses established
terminology and groupings, the taxonomies are
understandable for experts in the felds. For novices,
further material in form of guidelines and more
detailed descriptions would be necessary.

(3) Well defned: Te terminology is established in the
feld. In contrast to the original version, some ter-
minology was adapted from STIX, helping to apply
TaxIdMA in threat intelligence sharing. As a result,
there should be no confusion.

(4) Unambiguousness: Te categories are clearly defned
by the glossary.

(5) Mutual exclusivity: In contrast to the original tax-
onomies, some categories were defned in more
detail resp. in less detail, leading to categories not
overlapping. Some categories depend though on
each other, for example, target level and location.
Tis is needed as further items could be chosen.

(6) Replicability: Although diferent elements of the
taxonomies could be grouped diferently, the process
to derive the so-described taxonomies is outlined,
which could result in replicability. With IoT and SSI
and the same authors, the same taxonomy classes
were used. In consequence, the replicability is at least
partly fulflled.

(7) Versatility: Te process for updating the original
TaxIdMA and adapting the taxonomy framework for
IoT and SSI was described in a step-by-step way.
Tereby, TaxIdMA is versatile.

8. STIX for Identities

STIX is a well-known language and serialization format to
exchange cyber threat intelligence related to all aspects of
suspicion, compromise, and attribution. It consists of 18
STIX Domain Objects (SDOs), ranging from attack pattern
to vulnerability, and two STIX Relationship Objects (SROs),
i.e., relationship and sighting. Tereby, diferent attacks are
describable in a structured way and this information can be
shared. STIX can be extended as long as existing stan-
dardized objects or properties are not redefned. Te three
ways STIX proposes are (1) defne one or more new STIX
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object types; (2) defne additional properties for an existing
STIX object type as a nested property extension to represent
sub-components or modules; and (3) defne additional
properties for an existing STIX object type at the object’s top
level, representing properties that form an inherent part of
the defnition of an object type. When defning a new STIX
object, all common properties associated with that type of
object must be included in the schema or defnition. In
addition, extensions must follow all conformance re-
quirements for that object type. Last but not least, the ex-
tension property must be included. TaxIdMA is a taxonomy
framework for describing attacks related to identity and
identity management. In order to combine both approaches,
ways for integration and extension are discussed in this
section. Te extension should be called taxidma v2 with
a corresponding ID and will be part of a repository with
additional information.

8.1. Integration of TaxIdMA into STIX. By the usage of the
SDOs attack pattern, campaign, course of action, grouping,
identity, indicator, infrastructure, intrusion set, location,
malware, malware analysis, note, observed data, opinion, re-
port, threat actor, tool, and vulnerability, the threats are de-
scribed. Most aspects of TaxIdMA can be incorporated without
any problems due to the same or similar terminology. While
TaxIdMA concentrates on attacks, the course of action de-
scribes countermeasures, which will be future work. With
grouping, STIX objects can be shared. Infrastructure further
describes the infrastructure of the attackers. Te intrusion set
groups the adversarial behaviors and resources with common
properties.Te location represents the geographical location of
either attacker or target and so on. STIX uses attack lifecycles,
which are part of TaxIdMA.

8.2. Extending STIX for TaxIdMA. Specifc SDOs and SROs
can be extended by the information specifed with TaxIdMA.

8.2.1. Attack Pattern. STIX uses type and name (both re-
quired) as well as the optional external_reference, de-
scription, aliases, and kill_chain_phases as properties. In
consequence, the attack pattern relates to malware, identity,
location, vulnerability, and tool. A reverse relationship exists
with indicator, course of action, campaign, intrusion set,
malware, and threat actor. Regarding TaxIdMA, the kill
chain phases can be reused, while TaxIdMA can be given as
the external reference. Te attack pattern of user identities
could extend STIX with identity_pattern. In addition,
attack_type should be given.

8.2.2. Campaign. STIX applies type, name (both required),
description, aliases, frst_seen, last_seen, and objective (all
optional). Tereby, the campaign relates to the items in-
trusion set, threat actor, infrastructure, location, identity,
vulnerability, attack pattern, malware, and tool. TaxIdMA
uses several to all taxonomies to describe attacks. Tereby,
a reference to the diferent attacks and attack patterns should
be included.

8.2.3. Identity. STIX requires the properties type and name.
In addition, description, roles, identity_class, and con-
tact_information are optional properties. Identity is located
at a location, whereas attack pattern, campaign, intrusion
set, malware, threat actor, and tool target identities. Hence,
a threat actor may impersonate an identity. Here, a reference
to the user account with privileges is missing. Te properties
completeness, timeliness, directness, amount resp. a list of
user accounts, and authenticity can be added.

8.2.4. Incident. Incident is currently a stub in STIX 2.1, i.e., it
is included to support basic use cases but does not contain
properties to represent metadata about incidents. Future
versions should include these capabilities. Currently, type
and name are required if used and description is optional. It
could be utilized to combine aspects of the diferent tax-
onomies of TaxIdMA.

8.2.5. Indicator. Te indicator in STIX contains a pattern
that can be used to detect suspicious or malicious activities.
Required properties are type, pattern, pattern_type, and
valid_from. Optional properties are name, description,
indicator_types, pattern_version, valid_until, and kill_-
chain_phases. Te indicator indicates attack pattern, cam-
paign, infrastructure, intrusion set, malware, threat actor,
and tool and is based on observed data. Te course of action
investigates and mitigates indicators. Te TaxIdMA
attack_category could be used to further specify the in-
dicator or extend the pattern.

8.2.6. Intrusion Set. Te STIX intrusion set is a grouped set
of adversarial behaviors and resources with common
properties. It consists of the required properties type and
name and the optional properties description, aliases,
frst_seen, last_seen, goals, resource_level, primary_moti-
vation, and secondary_motivation. Te intrusion set is at-
tributed to threat actor, compromises/hosts/owns
infrastructure, originates from a location, targets identity,
location, and vulnerability, and uses attack pattern, in-
frastructure, malware, and tool. Regarding TaxIdMA, ca-
pabilities, impact, and results could be added.

8.2.7. STIX Cyber-Observable Objects. Te cyber-observable
objects describe observations such as artifacts, autonomous
systems, directories, e-mail addresses, and more. Related to
identities, social engineering and OSINT are important
methods for the frst steps within the attack lifecycle. In
consequence, they are added with type, value, and de-
scription and are related to identity and location.

8.2.8. STIX Vocabulary. Te account type in STIX can have
the values facebook, ldap, nis, openid, radius, skype, tacacs,
twitter, unix, windows-local, and windows-domain. Further
social media accounts, Microsoft, Linux, IoT, mobile de-
vices, etc. are missing and can be added when applying the
STIX notation. Infrastructure uses phishing, but neither
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other types of social engineering nor other devices such as
IoT devices and user devices are currently included.

8.3. Adding Categories for TaxIdMA to STIX. In addition,
further information systematically collected with TaxIdMA is
added to STIX by introducing the following new categories.

8.3.1. Targeted Organization. In order to describe the tar-
geted organization when sharing the threat information,
type, name (both required), sector, domain, description, and
size are applied.

8.3.2. Device. To specify the targeted device, type, name
(both required), level, location, and device_category are
included.

8.3.3. Identity Management Category. If identity manage-
ment is the goal, a further category can be used. Tis cat-
egory further specifes the cyber-observable object software.
Te properties type and name are required, whereas de-
scription, vendor, protocol, version, indicator, cpe, swid,
languages, and kill_chain_phase are optional.

9. Discussion

During the design of TaxIdMA and its STIX extension,
several iterations were made. Tese are partly described in
the steps towards TaxIdMA. Both TaxIdMA and STIX were
discussed with several experts in semi-structured interviews.

9.1. TaxIdMA. TaxIdMA should fulfll the stated re-
quirements. While the previous version was mostly clear and
unambiguous, the current version tries to combat these
issues through the outlined changes, which are described in
detail in the appendix. Although we discussed TaxIdMA
with experts, more experts and real-world attacks could be
included to evaluate TaxIdMA extensively. In order to adjust
to SSI and IoT, applications of TaxIdMA were designed.
Nonetheless, attacks and identity management progress,
leading to new changes in the future.

9.2. STIX. By extending STIX with TaxIdMA, the systematic
description of attacks can be used to share information about
the threat with other entities. Te extension of STIX was
discussed with and improved by experts at the institution. To
further evaluate STIX, expert interviews and the application
of real-world attacks are necessary. Last but not least, the
extension should be tested in an implementation.

9.3. Open Challenges. TaxIdMA and the extension of STIX
provide a step towards the shift to identities. Further steps
are needed. One object of STIX is the course of action,
describing countermeasures. While TaxIdMA categorizes
attacks, defense mechanisms are still missing. Although the
taxonomy for SSI describes several attack vectors, it is not
a detailed security analysis, which we plan in future work.

10. Conclusion and Outlook

Identities and thereby identity management are important
elements of all IT services as everyone and everything has
a digital identity for authentication. In consequence, they are
essential for IT security. In order to systematically describe
attacks and vulnerabilities related to identities and identity
management systems, the taxonomy framework TaxIdMA in
a revised version was proposed. TaxIdMA consists of four
main taxonomies: attack background and the more specifc
attacks on service identities, end-user identities, and identity
management systems. In the improved version, we in-
corporated input from experts and related work and included
a naming convention. In order to improve the previous
version, an application on IoT and SSI was introduced.
Further adjustments help to clearly specify attacks while
keeping the taxonomies as fexible as possible. By describing
the iterations towards a taxonomy, future additions are made
possible. TaxIdMA is evaluated based on statistics, the ap-
plication of real-world examples, requirements, and expert
interviews. TaxIdMA is accompanied by an extension for
STIX to enable the sharing of threat intelligence related to
identity management. Tereby, TaxIdMA and STIX work
together to increase security. Last but not least, the new
version of TaxIdMA is being discussed.

As identity management and attacks resp. threats
progress, TaxIdMA will regularly be reevaluated. In future
work, we plan to analyze more attacks and common
problems and provide a tutorial to better explain TaxIdMA.
Tis tutorial will be published together with STIX in a re-
pository. As shown in the literature review, approaches
focusing on the security of SSI are rare. In consequence, we
want to analyze threat vectors of SSI in more detail and
compare diferent architectures. Last but not least, defense
mechanisms will be grouped in an additional taxonomy
framework, which is then mapped to TaxIdMA.

Appendix

Changes to the Taxonomy

Te changes target the following issues.

(i) Attack Background

(1) Attacker:Te position within the attacker type is
omitted for clarity as it partly overlapped with
the target identity.

(2) Target: According to the literature, the sector is
added to the background of the target, while the
target type person is changed to individual to
suit STIX terminology. Te target type group is
appended to comply with STIX. Class is though
omitted as no beneft was seen.

(3) Identity: Te identity type is changed to comply
with typical user levels. In authenticity, tem-
porary is removed as it is nonetheless an
account.

(4) Attack: Te attack type is changed to active and
passive as although physical, active, passive,
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ofine, and social engineering are typical cate-
gories in various taxonomies, they can be
combined. For example, a social engineering
attack could use physical means. Terefore, the
lowest common denominator is chosen. Active
attacks though can be further specifed. Te
impact notion is streamlined to ft into one
word. In addition, vulnerability is introduced to
further detail the background of the attack.

(ii) Service Identities. Name changed from system to
service.

(1) Target: Te location of the target is simplifed by
only diferentiating between internal and ex-
ternal. Furthermore, the corresponding device
of the target is added.

(2) Identity: Te item until recovery in timeliness is
changed to recoverable to reduce the number of
words in this item.Tewordmultiple in amount
is modifed to all, in order to clearly diferentiate
to selected.

(3) Attack: In both category and pattern, the item
others is included. In addition, type is in-
troduced to further specify the attack.

(iii) Identity Management Systems

(1) Target: Te target locations’ trusted third party
and third party are combined as the diference
between them is minimal. In addition, the user
is changed to the user’s device to further specify
the location.

(2) Identity: Te item until recovery in timeliness is
modifed to recoverable to reduce the number of
words in this item.Tewordmultiple in amount
is alternated to all, in order to clearly difer-
entiate to selected.

(3) Attack: In both category and pattern, the item
others is included. In addition, type is in-
troduced to further specify the attack.

(iv) User Identities

(1) Target: Te target locations’ trusted third party
and third party are merged due to minimal
diferences. In addition, the user is transformed
into the user device to further detail the location.

(2) Identity: Te identity types are rearranged, for
example, bank and credit card combined into
fnancial and the missing eID and tax transi-
tioned to state, which could include social se-
curity number in the U.S. In addition, the
identity type e-mail is added.

(3) Attack: Te attack type is adapted according to
the attack background.
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